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The freezing technology is very important for keeping freshness of many variety of foods.
Many of fishery companies are utilizing very deep freezing method (less than -40 ˚C) by the
reason of the low temperature damage of fish meat at normal frozen conditions. The low
temperature damage of fish might be caused by cold denaturation of protein. The kinetic
studies on the protein folding/unfolding have been performed to know the mechanisms [1,2].
The quite limited number of structure the folding/unfolding intermediate has so far been
reported.
In this presentation we would like to report the unfolding protein structure of
cytochrome c’ from Alcaligenes xylosoxidans to add further knowledge of the protein
denaturation (unfolding) mechanisms.
The alkaline structure transition mechanism of a typical four--helices bundle
heme-protein, Cytochrome c’ (Cyt c’) was provided on the basis of

the solution structures

determined by small angle neutron scattering (SANS) under the various pH conditions.

The

four--helices bundle Cyt c’ was transited to an intermediate structure of “open-bundle”
structure like a joint-clubs consisting of the four--helices connected by small loops at pD ⋍ 13,
and the unique alkaline structure was suggested as the structure of unfolding intermediate.
The structure of Cyt c’ is compactly folded (Rg =18 Å for dimer of Cyt c’) at neutral-weak
alkaline pH, and the compactly folded Cyt c’ is transited to extremely large “open-bundle” Cyt

c’ at pD ⋍ 13 and unstructured random coil at pD = 1.7 (Rg = 25 Å). This is the first report for
the determination of the alkaline transit intermediate structure of Cyt c’ at pD ⋍ 13. The
solution structures involving such intermediate structure determined by SANS allowed us to
add a good example for the general explanation of protein folding/unfolding mechanisms.
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